1. Shootout events take place in the Stadium Field at Kino Sports Park South. See area map at entrance to fields or entrance to Quad for location of Shootout Events.

2. There are 13 Shootout Goals on Friday night (7 on Saturday night). Make sure you know which course and what time your event takes place before you arrive at the park.

3. Shootouts will consist of head-to-head competition in a single game elimination format.

4. Event uses the same rules as a regular shootout. However, in the event of a tie after the initial five shots, the Referee will return to shooter number 1 with single shot elimination to follow. For rosters with fewer players, players may take more than one shot but will go in rotation.

5. Each team is required to provide its own ball—suitability subject to the discretion of Referee.

6. Brackets will be the same as tournament matches. Brackets will be combined, at the discretion of the tournament directors (up to the evening of the event), only if deemed necessary due to a low number of entries in a particular bracket.

7. Each head-to-head shootout will be limited to five minutes to ensure schedules are maintained.

8. 1st and 2nd place winning teams will follow Referee Assistant back to the Shootout Check-in entrance tent to receive their award medals.

9. Teams should be at event 15 MINUTES prior to scheduled time.

10. Because all Soccer Olympics events are running simultaneously, late arrivals to any event cannot be rescheduled regardless of the schedules of the other events.
Shootout Volunteers check in at Volunteer Tent at Stadium Field between Gates A&B first (by 6:30 Friday, by 5:45 Sat) then proceed to Shootout Check-in Tent.